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7) operation HARDTACK. I have given ny impression of that, gathered!!;

 Jrom conversations with you, Jerry Jolinson, Harry ieller and Vay

Siielten, We had a short session yesterday morning inich I elabore

ated on that paper you just read (Felt's hemorardum), a concluded

hat the first thing we should do this vorring is ask you to zo inte

aome detail on two things, First, what you have done to date and

secon, what is your concept cf how Taongi should be integrated to

  

   
   

' meet the requironents of UCRL, sco far as the utilization is concerned.

ne bust place to start is with what has been done. Originally, we

i% upsa ourselves to study the feasibility of using Taongi as a fir

- gite, The information concarning the place geographically and weathe:

wise is quite meacer. ‘Weather information, from tho mean daily hodogre}
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is available, We had decided to carvy on this feasibility study in

16 January 1957

the following order: first, how do you gain access te the atoll in

the besinnine to stage an operation; secondiy, what sort of firing do

you do there and with what sort of instrumentation, and thirc. the ques=

tion of airstrip and semi-permanent camp facilities versus no sirstrip

ani no camp,

We accepted from tae begining that the bestcontept would be ons

of renote diagnostics and remote firing of devices from a shi. Barge

ficzing sites would be selected in the nerthern end of the lagoon in

th: most strategic locations to prodrce a better anchorage. The first

shot would be fired to give a break-throush in the reef and later shots

world be stepped in to improve the archorage. The Task Force and the

Navy supplied us with Hydrographic Office survey work-sheets and pictures.

Se:-iop¢ has looked into the permanence of the sand islands, if the reef

is breached, and the exchange of water in the Lagoon tc determine the

fexsibility of setting off one shot <end then going back in five davs to

s2. another one just off the eige of that crater, Nothing is mow: about

the: currents and we felt that this was pertinent information and wanted to

stirt a marine survey. Thayor's program of deep-water shots in WARDTACK

involves sending two vessels out to the Forward Area to make some soundings,

50 we talked to the Task rorce about including five Scripps people in the

Second ons of these two trips, but the necessary money was not made avail-~-

able, Gaelen and I put the quastion to the AEC and apparently the feeling

wae that we should have been working with the AEC all the time, So the

way the thing stands now, I think we can go ahead and write thisfeasiq

bility study leaving out two of the most important answers; first, how

   
socn can you get back in thére after the first shot and secondly, the fe;
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sibility of opening up the channel aid gaining access to the lagoon.

We contacted Admirel Pride at Sm Diego for advise on type of ship

available for diagnestics work. While we were there we also raised the

question of borbing a channel into the lagoon and he threw his hands up

at this, We called on CDR Fane, who is com-anding officer of the Underwater

Demslition Tega, and he was quite optimistic about being able te open

the charmel for ICU access, At the suggestion of Fane and Isaacs, we re-

quested of JTF that one officer and two enlisted men go along with the Thayer

exp2dition to Taongi for the purpose of inspecting landing beaches that

the Navy would be willing to use for firing same test shots in the coral |

in “he narrow passage. No funds have been made available for this survey.

FELTs Did Jerry talk to Starpird?

GIBPINS: I think he did not,

FELTs After we came back, I called and toic him that I got an answer from

Mus:.ck. |

GIBEINS: I think he talked only to Musick.

FELT; You don't know what happened thre?

GIBRINS: No I don't, except that he had apoligized for not having kept us informed.

FELT : Jerry said when I talked to him, that he thought that he had kept Starbird

infermed of what we were doing here, and pointed out to him that he had

. not sine even copy of that letter.

GIBBINS: That's right, and that was a mistake.

FELT: But Jim Reeves had sent one, he made a photostat of the copy he got and

sent it on to him. I gave him ny impression that Starbird was a little

. bit piqued at being left out. < suggested that he get ahold of Starbird

: and argue the case with him, You say that you think he talked to Musick,  
but just not to Starbird.

GIB3INSs Johnson will ta is. Washington this week,

5005b 1b “~..
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FELT: Is he going to see Starbird?

GIBBINS: Yes, Well as far as the concept of operation is concerned, we feel thai

the shots that we would put up there, which would be four o five barge

shots, could be diagnosed remotely from a ship, by using fireball cameras,

aigh speed cameras for Teller-time interval and no hot spot. These mea-

surements would be backed up by electromagnetic time interval and radio

themical yleld. A preferred method of operation would be to build sta-

tions ashore at this time, however. we feel that for the shots we have

planned the diagnostics could be done from aoard ship. If semi-permanent

facilities are to be built, an APL type living barge could be moved into

the lagoon, H&N estimate for outtting and putting it ashore would be

#250,000. This would give accomodations for 17 men which is adequate

to start any job. H&N feels that this could be accomplished using ICU's,

\dniral, Wellings, however, dees not feel very confident of being able te

nove a shot bargeor the APL barge into position unless he could use ATF's

in the lagoon. Sau says he can do itt with M Boats, and I believe he can.

ve realize, that even though you widen the chanel, you are not going to

affect the current in there, and you would have to move this thing in

‘wise like, and in the absence of the strong westerly swells which they do

tet very often,

No firm design work has been done on mounting the diagnostics on a

ship. People are just getting started on that now. So I am not prepared

‘© say that this is a reasonable way to do it, and we might end up with |

Stations ashore. My fecling is that we probably will not be able to build

any Major stations ashore and have Taongl approved as far as the Comission

is concerned, just because of the financial outlook.

 

  
  

 

CURRY: ‘iven iftheship couldn't be ready or wouldn't work, you would still

to use Taongi for HARDTACK, is that right?

9005644 -h-
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Now let me ask you a question, Is your feeling about an instrumented ship

: Yes.

bas3c on the idea that this is a appreciably less expensive way to do it

altiough it is probably not quite so satisfactory as putting in a shore

installation cf some kind? Is that the reason for associating a ship with

this thing? My impression weald be that it would be better (end we don't

know how much more expensive), as far as KARDTACK is concerned to put in

the shore installation. That way you kmow you can do the instrumentation.

There is a question abont whether you can get a ship released for this

purose,

Well, there are two things, first we feel that the installation on the

shiy would be less expensive than tie building of a major alpha station

ard a fast photo station.

Yes, but suppose you leave the alpha measurement out since you intend te

leave that out anyway.

Excise me, I left out Woutcrs importarit optics] exeariment. He is using

this optical system for reaction histery,

Using which optical system?

The thing that they are using in Nevaca,

is he going to do that from a snip?

Yes. They are thinking about it. We think that this is difficult, it may

nov de, but if we went ashore t> build a fast photo station I kmow that

ther would want to.

Wel., the thing is, its quite possible and its one of the things that per=

haps we cen develop soma firm opinions on, that if you develop the atoll

at all, the investment will be pretty heavy to begin with and the addition

of cne or two major instrument stations, lets call them, would not change |

it ty @ factor of two or three or something like that at all. We would  
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only increase the cost five or ten percent. “low I don't Imow, but I

think that this is one of tne tainzs that perhaps in the next week or

tuo we can pinpoint sonewhat more exactly, and I think that this is

one of the reasons that Joe wanted to come up today.

It scens to me that the most i-portmt thing to determine is that what

wo are looking for really, is to try and shorten the overation, and we

believe it can be cone by using Taongi.

Is that based on not using Bikini?

No. We use Bikini for amall shots. There may be acne intermediate

yields that could go at Bikini nicely to be fired at Bikini at almost

any time. The combined disadvantaze of protecting Eniwetok and worrying

about tha repatriated natives and trying to fire the major portion of

the barge shots at 31kini voints out a real advantage of going to Taongi.

The concept of operation of not ouilding major stations ashore is based

on this flat pattern conceot that we talked to you about when we started

off excecting fallout. To take advantage of Taongi’s meteorological

acvantare you need to fire in this flat vattern because it is the stable

one there, and it is the one which comes most often as we mow, So this

is why T say, I think the Nrst point to determine for sure is that there

_48.a veal advantaze as far as firing frequency is concerned.

FELT:

GIB3ITS:

FELT s

GYBITES

B
900557149

Yes, weather wise, This asvect is sanething that must come out of the

Weather Cffice,

Se we need Rex's report.

Yeu see for our purpose, we simply assume that there is a advantage.

lie are too, but also in this assu-ption, you consider that you use the

flat pattern and this gives you a lot of trouble on recovery, particularly -

at that atoll. Access back inte it is not, nor ever be, as free as

e-6e
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FELT: Well, that isn't tarribly ebvious, That is if you visualize an

installation like For, you can't wort out doors but if you have big

buildings they are not too difficult to operate out of.

OIS3TKS: I agree, if you develop Taongi like 3ildini is developed, then there

is no provigaon recovery,

RHC 3 Being a little optimistic, lets say that 4f your diagnostics fron

the ship prews feasible, and at the naosent I don't see how this can

happen on a-oounle of exparinents, what can you visualize ashore on

Taongi except the barge.

GIBBINS: The only thing I imow of would bo sone telesetering repeater stations.

RC s Ho ziratrip? ;

GIBBINS: I dont ace uhy, Sone people have better ideas about that than I do as

far as safetyis concerned, which would be the main reason for going in

theve with it. If you use this afloat operation principle then certainly

the airstrip Falls into that category becanse the concept of firing the

sho% would be to leave Eniwetok or 3ikini with the barge in an LSD and

take it in there with 4eboats or [CUs required, to get the thing in

position and wait for the word to Mre,

RC: Your repeater station, or stations nisht be canbinad to end up like

Station 70 on Nan.

GI331%S: Well. I wouldn't visualize such a major stracture as that.

RHC: You would almost certainly have to be in there during the shot, and

_ shialding and reinforcement would have to be fairly heavy.

FELT s It would not: be so much floor area.

GIS3T'S: That is just.what I am thinking of, you would need the sane shielding.

RHC It might house the commnication link as Station 70 does and would probe

ably require the tower, Sandia has had trouble in the past getting line

6005) g jf Sekt from the barges in the vicinity of Yurocht. You are talking
Fooc
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2 small structure to start your firing link, your telemetering links and

your commmications, plus probably sone sort of elevated platform or

p.-atZorms on which to put your repecting antema,.

lava you ever thought just how much quicker we could have gotten rid of

REDWING had we had Taongi and your plan for using it. It seems to me it

would be a good justification.

That's right. That would be a part of thie report.

You visualize SARDTACK to be the size of REDWING,

There again the major consideration would be weather. In spite of the

facet that the statement is made thet we always fire just as if the na=

tives were on Rongerik and Rongelap because we didn't want to lay any

stuff down over there knowing that they would come back same day, I

don't buy that arguement, I don't think thata true. I think that whenever

tte veather people make the statement in answer to the question will there

be any fallout on Rongerik and Noncelap, at least on REDWING they said

there should be none and to go aheed and fire, If there were natives

thLere, tansy would say are you sure? There is a difference,

Jo you feel you will still save time even though this operation were

campletely based afloat, with no airstrip, no helicopters nothing but

boats?

Right. Because I think that we should be able to maintain a five day

firing frequency at Taongi,

De you think your personnel could live with say a forty hour trip from

Eriwetok?

Yessir, yessir, on the right ship.

Well, as I see it, you would have to have an APL up there to elininate

this necessity of ship to share movezent daily of personnel, And your

instrumented ship, whatever it might be, say the CURTISS or samething elge,

of course could not be moored but would have to be steaming all the
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FELT : Thzt's right.

LUCKEs Anc. it would have to refuel, ao your . PL would be your method by which

yov. would eliminate this trenendous ship to shore movenent »

GIBBINS: The way we see this operation, Al, there wouldn't be any tremendous ship to

share movaaent except those people cirectly connected with the barge and

directly connected with whatever might be housed in this firing stations

CURRY: You would have to get the APL out of there before the first shot.

GIBSINS: That's right.

WCKE; When-you bring up the shot barge on an LSD you would have to leave it

there to mother the APL, |

GIS3INS: Maybe J should have let this APL thing go. If we are not going to go te

major stetions ashore, I see no reason why the APL has to came back in

after the first shot is fired. You take it out before the first shot, and

it stays out.

RHC: Theat if just like loosing your camp on George,

GIBBINS: That's right. And I an still makin- the statenent that we preserve this

five day firing capability,

FELT: Most of the personnel would live on the ship.

SANDERS: Dicn't we have a floating caap in this deal somewhere?

GIBBoS: That is the APL and I an not convinced we need it, if we are not going to

build major stations 2:..:0r6,

PELT: It is not clear to m that we would ased it, even if we did build majar

stctions ashore, a.

RHC s That's hard to do, Joe.

SANDERS: Well, it could be,

5005582. or   
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You bave got to start from your varehouse, your maintenance of heavy equipment,

there are a few things besides tents and mess halls, and a PX and things like

that which are kind of hard to put on en APL.

Well, we would Still heave tents and thet sort of thing, but mybe ve could cut

down on the size of them.

You mesn the tents.

Yes.

Yes, I agree with you, Bob, we are not going to cut down on the size of the

work ashore unless we ¢cut down on the number of stations that go ashore.

Do youheave any feelings on the time scale on this investigation of diagnostics

by ship?

Woodward, Wouters, Réelier and Norm Hansen are looking at it, now.

We had hoped to have

I have not

talked to Grier. An@ Rex is working uv this weather.

the results at the marning swivey. Then-we want to put the whole thing in a

package. We hope to get this cone by the first of February.

When does Rex expect to have tre weather done, Gibby?

He i8 supposed to have it in by the 15th of January.

Is everything you need aveilable?

What do you mean by that cuestion?

T mean the information we need. that Rex needs. Is he compiling it or is he

trying to?

Well, be has got all the Gata that exists.

That's what I'm asking. Does enough ezist?

They had worked this thing up tefore REDWING when they were considering Taongl

es & weather atation before, brit tha simdy got misplaced. He is repeating

this business in a different light, as a tiring site, giving the average mean

hodogreph from what date they lave available.

~ 10 «
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I don't think that we know the answer ~o your question.

: well, I don't know.

I think if you ask the weather guy they would say that the information they had

in existence ig not adequate to make & really good estimte, but they're

analysing the available date to try and determine what the flow at various

-Levels is at Taongi. This is an interpolation business. They don't have any

observations there. So there are several sources of error. First, there a

would be error, in the observations they do have, but more important than that

is tho error in analysis, the uncertainty in analysis when they make up the

veatber map. They will get something out of it, but I think they would say

that °t isn't very good. On the other hand, it may be adequate, I don't know |

what their intentions vould be on that and I don't think anyone else does. I

know that if they could, they would like to get on-site date as another. obser-

vation point. During this coming year, set up & veatber station there and

probati; reectivate many of the other reather station during the test operations

in order to make the analysis. I don't expect they will have that out there,

but it} may be enough to evaluate.the firing frequency. I think it is quite

unlikely thet they will discover that the firing frequency up there is |

appreciably lower than it is at Bikini. I think they will end up with a con-

clusicm that 1t is ebout the same. If it is, then that ie probably good enough.

That's just speculation.

It shculd be better,

Maybe, maybe not. It will be hard to demonstrate that it is better, it will

be easy to demonstrate thet it is just as good, but it would not de of any

great advantage if it's a lot better, because the firing frequency at Bikini

isa't ded. Even under the restrictions that we imposed on REDWING. Better

probably than you could make on an operational basis. Of course, having it

better than that is to your advantage which means you don't hit the valleys.  
~li-
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You think the firing frequency at Bikini is the same with the natives

back int

I think: so.

Do you have a figure for that?

I don't, know what 4t is exactly, but it ia probebly something like five.

let me ask this question, Walt. If you can prove, or back up, a five day

firing interval at Taongi, can you prove the thing to be economical. | |

Yes.

Develorment and ewerything -- do you think ve can?

Yes. Eecause if you fire large shots at Eniwetok and don't fire any large

shots et Bikini because of the restriction which was mentioned her in assump-

tion two. Under assumption three, Bikini is campletely inactive because of

Commiseion restrictions.

The way these thimgs are greded, the advantage of Taongi increases as you go

from om to three in here.

Yes, tkat's right. -

Under condition three. I think the advantage is quite obvious. Under condition

three, what that amounts to is simply shutting down Bikini entirely and then

its clear that firing the whole series at Enivetok is almost impossible. Under

condition two. where you use Bikini for small shots, here again the advantage

of using Taongi is pretty easy to demonstrate. Suppose you take eight wegaton

range shots or something like that, you can split them in part betveen Enivetok

and Taongi, so there is a distinctive advantage there. If you were still using

Bikini for some large shots, then the advantage is really quite preferable on

the basis of time versus the cost of development. Then it was on the basis of

this kind of argument that I suggested that the approach be divided into these

categories, so we could just see what eachone of them looked like individually

to see what the costs are along side the advantages. In savings of time and

- le -
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what not, and bearing in mind as much as we can imagine of the operational

aspect of this thing, too, I think that the five day frequency under some

circumstances is probably a little tight, operationally, not weather-wise

perhaps, but ve will jast assume that the weather is all right, and not

worry about that, someone else is doing that. But now there is a forty hour

haul for an LSD from the assembly building on Enivetok. We can cut that

Gown if we want to spend the money to put in an assembly installation at

Bikini. But I think ve cut the time perbape from forty hours down to thirty

hours. Alright, that's something, but against that is, vhat, $200,000 to

put ir an assembly installation at Bikini? Is that worth it? I don't know.

Forty hours is a good time under normal circumstances. There are times when

the trades ere pretty brisk, and this might be worth the forty hours haul up

there, you would be going up wind all the way, what do we know about that?

Well, we don't know such about it. but maybe Dan, in their weather study will

be able to make some estimates on the state of the sea. The unknown subject

is probably feeding a barge through the channel. If it has to be timed with

high slack water, then there must be some average delay resulting from that.

I don't know wheat it is. Maybe there is, maybe there isn't, but it's probably

under Simpson's consideration. The mooring of the barge is something we

understand fairly well for the areas we have used. We can make pretty good

estimates. What the situation will be at Taongi, we are just going to have

to guess. Under the conditions proposed for testing, it's pretty clear that

you do not require high precision in the moorings. This saves you something,

I don't know how much it is. If you are trying to moor in a crater which is

breached through to the open sea, the state of the water in there is probably

not quite so pleasant as it is in the sheltered Fox-George region. Despite .

the fact that you don't need precision, it may be a little bit harder to put

On   down successful moorings that will hold the barge moderetely well.

-13-
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other band, if you go inside Taongi Atoll, it may be as Walter suggests,

that the exchange rate of the water is sach that you have to let the place

sit for a while before you cen get in. That's from a radiological viewpoint.

There may be a day or two lost in there. How much time we will need for

dry ruaning, I don't know. By changing the firing systems, you can probably

. Gry run the systems successfully at Eniwetok or Bikini, wherever you do the

. &ssembly and don't have to dry run your equipment on the site. I would guess

that the experimental people, and the weapons people would probably not give

. up all dry running, but they would probably not insist on three or four days

dry running or something like that.

GIBBINS: Well, they have to aboard ship.

FELT: Yes, I think they could. I don't know what devices you are talking about,

and IT would guess that some of them at least are going to have to have pressure

runs on pressurized boosters and primaries and things like that. Maybe not,

. but the chances are good they will. So, five days is pretty tight operation-

-ally, I would think.

CURRY: There's another out about which we don't know much and maybe their study will

show something, and maybe it won't. That is, how soon can you unload theLSD,

do you have to wait on the average of a couple of days to get the sea calm

enough to unload?

GIBBINS:. You're speaking now of the nerthwest swell?

CURRY: Yes.

GIBBINS:. Through the months of April, May and June, the average days each month when

the northwest svell is running -~ I've forgotten -- well, the swell would be

considered more than just the small swell for five days, but it increases

through the other months to something like 17 or 18 days a month, later

on in November. Wow, how much trouble this would cause is dependent on

~ 1k.
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where you go with the first shot and how much of the reef is breached.

And vhether you could get inside with the LSD.

Yes.

Is TIeaecs prepared to hazard any guess about the exchange rate, if he is

not thle to make the survey? Does he have any feelings about that?

Well, all I can say about that is that -- oh, one more thing. I had better

go into this part of it, too. In connection with this business of what

happens when you breach the reef, in view of the fact that you want to stay

out to the edge of that crater before you step over it and blockthe edge

of it inside vith asecond shot. We explored, in a very preliminary way

with the Richmond University Field Station, the feasibility of a model

study. We asked them these questions: Do they feel that any information

could be obtained fram model study? Could you make a model accurate enough

to give you any facts or information? Off hand, they wouldn't ansver the

questions. They said that they would not guarantee anything. They recog-

nize that this vertical mixing thing is a hard thing to dig up without

knowing anything about the conch. But when we told them that there was a

marin? survey being contemplated, they asked us to be able to put one man

at work on making a feasibility study of the feasibility of a model. Which

is the right way to approach it, believe me, end we agreed that this vas

ell right. The Laboratory is willing to pay for this one guy. Isaacs had

requested that after the marine survey, they get a photo survey of Taongi

up to date and when we started talking to the people at the Richmond Field

Station, they said they would like to have this survey made before Isaacs

goes out so thet if there are any points of information that Iseace could

pick up for them, that they could discover from the photo survey, they

could do it at that time. So, we asked the Task Force to get such @ survey,

end txey bave started that. Whether they can get it to us in color or not

- 15 -
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we don't know. Now, from those pictures, in which we asked for second hand

timing to appear in the shote es they are taken with 60% overiap along the

run and 30% on the sides, they can tell something about current movements

frem the foam patches. but that's all the current information they will

have across the recf. So, it's a sketchy thing to go on without actually

measuring it, and you von't know anything about the vertical measurement.

Is this a stereo lapping?

Yes.

I have a hard time visualising a test without an tirstrip somevhere. It

seems to me that you are going to tie up a lot of people for a long time.

Well, we talked yesterday and I told those present what I understood of

your needs. We discussed the whole thing from a somewhat more general

point of view, trying to consider what needs would arise from the require-

ments placed on other task groups by 7.1 to support test operations in the

area. One of the mejor subjects that we discussed was the question of an

airstrip. We felt that the chences were quite good that tkere will be very

strong pressure arising out of 7.4 to put in an airstrip there. Their

justification would be en emergency landing strip. This we intend to

explore with 7.4 and find out just how strongly they feel about it. They

have felt quite strongly about it before and they even went to the extent

of asking to have a barricade put on Engebi, for example, and we put out

pots on the Eninman airstrip, and we put a barricade up over there at Enyu,

and so forth. Our hunch is that 7.4 would push pretty bard to put in some

kind of emergency airstrip up there. That was the first thing. The

second thing ve talked about was Holmes & Narver's methods of operation.

While they could successfully get along up there without an airstrip, I

nevertheless felt that if you got down into the H&N vorking level and asked

them how they felt about it, they would develop fairly strong arguments
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wixr they should have one in order *o provide the support that they would

be obliged to provide to you. An awful lot of material and equipment gets

simttlec back and forth, and I think that if they were asked how they

world go about supporting a test operation up there, they would arrive at

the conclusion that an airstrip is extremely valuable. I feel that they

vould be able to cut down their investment in nes materials and still be

able to guarantee the support capebility by being able to shuttle parts

and people back and forth.

Tidisagree. It depends upon the mmber of stations rou build ashore.

Werl, Let's leave meterials out of it. I can remembex a number of occasions

on CASTLE end REDWING when it got pretty important to 1ake a medical evacua-

tian from Bikini to Eniwetok.

I already made the statement thet if you decide to base the airstrip on

the factor of safety alone, I would agree.

We weren't trying to say that you couldn't conduct an operation without an

airstrip up there. What we were saying, or doing, was lookizg at the way

operations have beon conducted, and trying to decide from our own point of

view whether it was reasonable to assume that if the place was developed,

if pressure would be sufficient that an airstrip would be put in anyway,

whether it was asked for by yo, or ua or anybody else.

Weil, that might be, but we are not asking for it.

Yes, but despite the fact that you didn't ask for it for UCRL operaticns,

thete would be enough pressure for it anyway. So, it would be a fair asoump-

tion for planning purposes, at least in one category of the planning, that |

an airstrip would be put in, and we vere exploring the implications of what

the general idea for developing the place would be, on the besis that there

wasan airstrip. We also felt that if you put an airstrip in, you also hope

thst you can use the thing after you begin to shoot up there and that perhaps
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you should arrange to pick s firing location to improve thet likeliheod.

This is just a question of following up implicatious in @ more or leas gene-

ral manner. We-'also explored the implications of putting in one or more

stations end I think that oy feeling on this was based on the feeling that

we should do this, thet we had to do this, and that the value of Taongi \

as an operatianp site should not be based on your deing able to get a remote

instrumentation ship. Either Teongi is useful or it ian't useful. And if

it is useful, ow do we use it vithout the whole thing depending on some

other questions or assumptions. You can develop a method of operating up

there which is based on your getting the ship.and your proving out the

instrusentation, but while you can do this, I don't think you should base

the usefulness Of the place on those two things. So we decided that we

should consider“what would be necessary if you did not have the ship and we

had to put the decessary instrumentation ashore. Having tossed it around,

we decided in amy event there would have to be something ashore up there to

house communications. Now you vould say that this was not necessary be-

cause you have fhe ship. The argument against thie was that you're going

to have H&N supfort people working up there quite a vays in advance of the

time you'll have operational communication facilities up there. So, the

Peeling vas timt having to have high frequency radio circuits, you'll probably

have to put insfeletype. Chances are, you'd better put this in in such a vay

that you can use it after the first shot, although this is not absolutely

necessary. This leads you to believe that you're going to have sonething,

not like Statiow 70, not quite so elaborate, but something that is a commni-

cations center. 4 The thing is that this is not something required by 7.1,

dvut H&N is going to need it. So, we've got something there already. Then

I mentioned the likelihood of having a telemetering relay station. Now,

there's a little more building required. So you've got an airstrip and one  - 18.
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building. Then, 1f you don"t get the chip, you will probably have to

have one nore building, possibly two. “ow you are beginning to get

sonething that looks like the Fox-Georze comlex,

CT33IVS: That is right.

FELT: Alright, there you are,

CIBBINSs You have to orotect the data, you have tohave blast doors for the

cameras,

FELT: That is right. You have the airstrip and you hope that you maybe able

te keep the airstrip, but you do not coumt om it. You have to plan the

operation so that you are not using it for shuttle aircraft or something

like that. But if you are going to use it for an emergency strip and it

is justified on that basis, then it should be possible to get the thing

in condition to meet that requirement, which is basic to all operations

in the area, ‘Then, you have got to have at least one piece of cradling

machinery. You have got to have fuel service for it, probably, so that

you can get in there and scrape the thing off asain after you have used

the site, If the airstrip is basic to air operations in the area, and

we have already assumed that the Air Force has pushed the thing, then this

leads you to say that yo had better out the shot in such a place so that

you can probably at least get in there and patch up the strip.

GTSBINS: That leads you te put it up at the north end soneplace,

FELT: Still you haven't said anything about whether it is on the reef or whether

it is inside.

LUCKEs I don’t think you could ever fix that lagoon, say, to get in an LST, which

draws U; or 15 feet..

KELLY: It would be expensive, but it could be dom,

GISBINS: You mean without a mclear shot.

LCKE: Another thing that bothers me, you mentioned in your study and I realize

© 19 «   
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you have got to bave this survey to determine this water exehange and things
eeoe —

like that. ‘But looking back on som of the barge shots at Bikini,

 

Eeshot over at Tare anf the APACHE shot over at Mike, as to vhat 1t did to the }0

water, where you did heve exchange of vater in the legoon. It seexs to me

that it is going to be days before you ean take in an M-Bost or a shot barge

whers your »eadings even on the barge are permissible for personnel.

Why do you egy that?

Well, take up in the Mike erater where you'd have quite @ good exehange.

That vater was hot toe point where you couldn't take anything upthere for

about threee or four days.. In fact, vhen we went upthere vith the copter

still tekingour readings after four days, ve vent around it because ve were

gatting reafiings of something like 1500 ar.

Then in making this statement you have taken into eesount the shallowness of

the lagoon st Taongi.

As a layman, I don't knew vhether thet would intrease it or deeresse it.

We don't either. |

It locks scrtof like a bathtud beeamse there are no outlets or inlets, and

the exchange emy be pretty slow. ;

You have tobreach the lagoon on the far side, ar you're not going to do any-

thing else in there for three months.

Yes, you cam,if you are not doing it inside the lagoon.

If you do that, you heve to go to « shore establishwent.

T:at's the thing that I'm trying to establish, that there has to be something

ashore. Herd didn't have any more room than he needed for his firing eireuits.

I think ve enw talking shout sceething like Station 70, and this is @ sizeable

Job, so youswuld have to move something in there and before long, you find

that you've got quite = bit of equipment tied up just to build one building.

Even if you Jeave cut the airstrip and just have the repeater station, you’
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mi13 cot quite a bit of a preolen with construction. ‘Ve told Holmes &

Varver on REDTC, and I think you were aware of this, that in the rox ree

(ion we did not require a camp, We wuld ask all our people with their

‘netrumentation, early calibration, and all the prasshet stuff to live

off-shore on these houseboats, We asked Jolses 2 Varver to make a small

ition to the pack of tho alpha station in addition to the power shele

ter to replace the’one we blew away on CASTIE, We asked them to build

ome telemeter in front of the station, This was the sajor heavy construce

tion on that chain of islands, and they found it justified, for the people

going back and forth fron I'an, in arder te save time, to construct a 125

man camp on Fox, That casp for 125 non was put in for Hé" on their justice

fication alors.

ell, I think you're being a littie unfair, It wasn't just the work on

the alpia etation, at was the manemads islands,

Chay, but what’s the point’

What I®a saying 18 that to build sowething like Station 70, ashore there,

T suspect ic" would follow the sase armment again.

fam hag not made that statement.

“Oo, I know he nasn't,

Ye has said, that with LCY aceess, he would build anything in there we

wanted. Naz I realize he’s hitching on a little hidden addendum there e

given enough time. 3ut he cam bring in a batch plant without an LST,

for instante,

cure, but at the manent he doesn't have a batch plant. Wore shuttling

ene between Enivetok and Sikini, at the mosont. If we'd had a big cone

struction progran at BDilini that would have taken a lot of time, we'd

have been in a fix. This siould mean to Joe, I think, that rather than

try and stretch his batch plant over two atolls, which was a Little bit

qr

   

  

difficult, although he did a geod job of it, but to do this over

atolls, with Taongi as far away as it is, it would mean we'd either,
= 7% e
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of the equipment ‘ul now hes.

During that management meeting, it ene out that Sm thinks he's spread

pretty thin even without Taongi.

Well, waat I'm saying is, that if you build one facility up there, and

try to do it over the usual tim scales, you're probably have to build

seme facilities ashore. You can leave « ict of things out, like the

mess hails, the PX, etec., but you're still probably going to have toe

have the basic shops and ~-aintenence support. So oven without @m air-

strip, youtve got quite a bit of construction in there,

Did you talk to Sam about this APL?

uo, I didn,

You'd better do that, because he's included snops in that,

Taat's right, there are shops in that thins.

You can put the power generctors ad the distijlation qvuipment ashore.

The pecple around here haven't looked at this thing in any great dotail,

until the last few weeks, and yesterday, of course, we all got together.

I think tha next step is for mo to ask the question of whether 7.5 can do

it, more ct less legally,

well, T taink we should,

If we are going to go in there and provethe thing to be feasiblo, we

_ have got to recognizs what we have to have, and I don't know 4f this sounds

FELT s

a little bit too simlified, if we go up there with a boat and 2 bare.

_ Look, I think from tialter's point ‘of view, so far as weapons and exserie

agntation, there is a way in which it can be done without doing very

9009

mich ashore, The thing that I afraid of is that there, are hidden in

this schena, services waich will develop that will be put on other people

which will lead to a sonewnet more elaborate installation than tt.at which

_2oMe |
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is required for weapons testing purposes alore. If you say that this

is true, that there will be a somevhat nore elmorate installation, then you

would try to cuess what it would lock like, then its very auch to our

advantage to go one step further and say, well, how do we make more ef-

fective use of the area up thore considering wnat other people are going

to med anyvayeven the suppart with a less elaborate thing than you

have been taliding about. I aa not suggesting here that that means you guys,

your diamostic people of Livermore, should go all ont with high collimated

experinents and what not, I°11 take your experimental plans ss you prow

pose it and consider how it gets done up there, 4n the light of that

other people are likely to put in there anyhow, The other thing is this.

In the vreakdam hero, try to put some sort of quantitative estinate of

the relative importance of the three catagorigs, and I thinkthat you would

find the folloging. If Taongi is an extention of the existing facilities

and there are no reguired chances in the operating procedures at Fnivwetok

or Bikini, then there are perhaps desirable features, but it probably is

not economically justifiable to develop the facilities at Taongi; now

maybe it is and maybe it isn't, but we ought to take a little closer look

at that thing. In the second circumstance where you are restricted at

Bikini, then Taongl becoms really quite desirable in that it is an ale

tornate firing site for largo shots and it is approaching a necessary

installation. In the third situation where you do nothave Bikini at all,

then Taongi becomes absolutely necessary uniler the initial assumption

that we made and‘if the progran locks as it appears to look, If you do

not get Taongi. and you loose Bikini too, then you have only two alterna
tives; One, is that you cut the progran, and the other is; well, you say

   
that the program is going to last six or eight months, and that's it.
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| SEBS: What we are really tryin: to do is answer those questions?

ToLi's Uo, sone of them ve do not have to answer. we con't nave to answer the

auestion, we just have to ake the basic assumption. In the third cate-

gory wiere you do not have Bikint at all, then you say this, you say well,

Taonct is very necessary to us under this circunstanee the sane way that

‘Bikini was several tims, It is just exactly the sane situation. Then,

how do we concuct and operate undor these circunstanees, and shat do we

need in order to have sonethinz like the kind of facility we had before.

| ve don't watt to make the whole thing hinge on getting a ship. ow maybe

that works out and if so, you're lucky, but you shouldn't depend on it,

becanse if you don't set it, then you're stuck with just Eniwetok, une

less you have soz: pretty well developed plans and know just what it's

coin to cost, etc. This is thy I'd like to tess out some cons-derae

tions based on not getting an instruzented ship because I don’t think

thet males any major cifference, The reason I feel this way is that

I think there's going © have to de scmo sort of installation up there

anygar, with or wituout an airctrip, an? I suspect that there will have

to sc an airstrip too, not for your purposes but for others.

r
s
“
4

Q
O

oe There's another interesting thing, too, Gaelen. Theo en installation,

with an airstrip and that big cam, cost sanething in the neighbcrhood

of a million dollars, Uew you take sonething like the ATUSJORTT and

the anount they pay for thet, something like 910,000 a day. In three

months of operatinz and paying for a ship, you might pay for a sizeable

snore installation.

Im not trying to argue you out of your position. I’ just trying to

capitalize on what I suspect is going to happen in the future,

4 8

CTU3INS: It's not wy position, Gaslen, I will say this, I think that if you ree

quest. that Taongi be opened up to the point of a Far-George canp with a

Station 70, the money will not be available. A

50050491 = 2h 44
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T*. not sure. That again steas from which one of these three situations

we're talking abait.

Well, will the monsy be available for this ship?

Yes, because I think that's a lot less noney, Sut it’s only less if you

don't have majex installations ashore,

It seous to re, Walt, if you can prove that you can shorten the operation

vy a third, you can justify the expenditure.

Wehad wm awful lot of questions on CASTIZ, from the visiting dignitaries,

as to what the operation cost per day. The only fisure I remeber, and

I-was surprised that it was as low ag it was, was one for the Ji! pay roll

during the interim period, somthing like 55,000 a day.

I think one good point, as I anderstand it, that the possibility of cone

taninating the islands fron Taongi is very slicsht, and you might save a

ist of experntiture there, I think someday if we keep using Dikini, wo're

going to have to wash that place off er sanething. ©

Jall, we have to look at all thse of these situations, because it’s

going to be quite a long tim before we lmow just wiich one of these

three welra soing to have to cpcrate under,

let mo say one mare thing here, I think we've been gotting slightly off

“the track here. lie've been talking about justifications and I really don't

think that that's quite our business, I t.iink what we want to do is ege=

tablish what various needs are under these various conditions and that

we exe going to have to get some help. what we really want are facts

or test expert opinions, or something of that sort, rather than arguacnts,

In the arguments, we can help but I would imagine that this would be left

up to York and Bradbury to argue with Jertfard, Stardini, etc, What

we want to do here, I think, is to sec why we would need to include

~ 28 e
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Taongi in a test operation under thes¢ various circumstances, low

this is not only the real estate, which I would like to have 3c Ine

vestigate with 7.5, but the other types of aupport, (Air and levy support)

watch I think Lueke and Gattis can work with, For our purposes, I think

we can assune that these are our problems and the problens of weather

and firing frejueney should be left up to people like Rex ad Vay Shelton,

Now you and I disagree somewhat on the preliminary feasibility, getting

the channel open, ete. I don't think ve actually disagrees. We siuply

assume that one can get into the lagoon, It costs some money, I don"t

nas just hoy mich, but hare again, maybe tho justification problems loans

very large. For our purposes, I vould like to assume that we can get

to the place to opcrate, It's difficult, but we make som estimates as

to how difficult in order to feed this into our estimates of the oporas

tional problens that we've ect. Thess problens are important but they're

not important at this level. They're important for purposes of justie

fication at a higher level. And, of course, there is one point that I

propose te leave out entirely and that is the guestion of whether or

not the AEC and the United letions will agree to our using the place.

For our purposes, ve just ass.ime that that'e been taken care of,

SENDERS: As I see it, you say do we need it, why do we need it. and what are the ale

vantages? Now I think that if you em prove you need it, if wa can sell

that point, you can take care of the rest of it.

GI33INS: Okay, wa got te the point where we wanted some facts about the atoll

and we got stopped on an 918,000 tab. ‘That's exactly where w are, I

haven't been doing anything different than wiat you just said, and we

do need this survey, You're talking to me about what kind of a feasie

bility report can be written without the marine survey. You can write

   
one «= you can write down all kinds of things, As Gaelen says, we have
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different opinions about opening the chamel,

All rizht, I want to write dow the opinions; get them down in some

orderly fashion, I realize there are things we dontt now, but tre thig

ig this, there are things that ve don't have to know at this point. We

should not worry at this level about questions of using it or not using

4t. io simply start with this point of view; we say, ve don't imow what

the weather situation is up there, we'll assume it's all right. ie don't

know what the difficulties are of getting a channel blasted in there, but

in order for us to use the place, clearly, it's going to have to be opensd

up. Se we start there, with the thing opened up. If they can't open it

up, then the whole thing is out and it doesn't make any difference whether

we want the place or net.

Yall, isn't that the Nrst thire to be determined, whether or not it

can be opencd up?

No, not from our point of view, We say it is opened up. We havo to male

Sane assumptions as to the extent that it's opened, we know it's not

going to be a big channel like the Enyu chamel, We knay it's going to

be difficult to get in amd out, but we will assume that we can get in and

out, If it isn't open that much, we might as well quit now. Jut for this

thing to be ef any advantage to us, we shouldn't sit around and wait for

tuat answer, «je should go ahead and assume that it can be opened and tek

modify the plans wen we find out uhat the details are. ‘ow, I started

to say that I don't beliove that it's the $18,000 that's the road blocks

I think it's the political question, I tried to get an answer in talking

to *tusick on the 18,000 without including the political question but I's

dexi sure that the real heldeup is not where does the money cones from,

I think the real problen is that Starbird is worried, he suspects that

the Comission is worried about the general question of waat would appear

9005100 ee
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in the sublic eye to be an expansion of AEC facilities at a tine when

there's a lot oftalk sbout cutting back. This is why I sugcested to

Johnson that he'd better wark on Starbird, that ho too should try and

get Stardird to set aside the political question and see if they couldn't

nanage to carry cut the survey. |

GIBSINSs: Well, of courses this is the way the question was asked. Is there a legal

reason wiy we can't uso it? And, fron what he indicated, he kept getting

telephone calis back shout dollars.

WCKE: Well, the 518,000 is just for Scrivos and you could probably cet the

avy to carry pu the survey and get the sane data that Scriops would

get. So there again, is perhaps further evidence that the 318,000 is

net the nain rpason. |

FELT: That's right. The main question in the Task Force and the Commission

is the uncartainty about the whole general problen.

SANDERS? Well, the truth of the maticr 1s toat we just haven't sold anybody on

the thing.

CURRY: Suppose Tacngi was turned down by tne ALC, Gibby, would you still be

interested in your instronented ship?

GIS3INS: I think we wouldsay not for NARDTACK. We still would be interested in

4%. I think the day will com when you'll seo shots fired without any

lend at all.

CURRY: - De you want te say mything about your progress in getting a ship, or

haven't you made “ony progress?

GY33INS: We haven't requested a ship. All we did was oxplore the availability;

asked people's opinions. Tne opinions were these; Pride said you'll

never cota Navy ship, you might as well forget it. If ve get ona, it

will com out of ‘the Reserve Fleot and thon he asked ma a few questions

595 1 | Dont clear deck space, complenent to be housed board, ote. Fleming
- 28 « 8!
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sO for instance, fron the ‘aritime Authority, said that it sounds like

what you're after is the RUSC\Z, a hospital shio. I think this is

true, you don't necd a ship Like the CURTISS, with seavy sheos,

WCiE: How about another LSD?

GIS3INS: Al, I believe, personally, that if we -o to Taongi, and we're soing to

operate like this, we should have a second LSD.

WCE: TI think so too, but I was wncering if, outside of a nother siip for

your eboats, etc., could you also use an LSD as your instrumeated

sip? |

GIBBINS: No, I don*t think you could. I'm mre you couldn't house the nunber of

7-1 pesole that would have to be housed and still use it to support the

small boats and move the barge, ete.

WCKE: Well, as I soe it, if you use Taengi, you're going to have one LSD

devoted full time to that atoll, to nuove the barzes and support the

emell craft.

GIS8INS: Well, it would not have to be there full-time, if you moved in an APL;

a licAPL, not a Navy APL.

WCKE, Bet therets a problem of boat maintenance, repairing Neboats aid T-boats,

etc,

GIBBIZS: well, supporting your APL caap ashore would be similar to the boating

for a weather station, excost you have to make more irips,

WCKE: ileli, I remembor the tine small boats had maneuvered in the oven sea

on trips fran upeatoll sites to Nan at Bikini. You'd have the same

problan at Taongl; the distances would not be so great and you would be

in the lee of the atell, but you would still be operating in the open

SEA.

RACs: I think an “Meboat would be srt of useless to you outside the atoll.

CURRY: The only cireunstance I ean think of under whieh you wouldn't need

2 29 4
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| another LSD is if Bikini were out altogether.

LUC} ts Raght.

FELT: Would you need’an extra one if 3i-ini vore operated on a limited basis?

Tnere*d be no shot barrees ct evacuation of boats.

LUCK: If you operate 3ikini as at cniveiok, that’s true,

CURRY: An alternative vould be a snall floating dry-deck. Even with snxall

Shots at Bikini, you'd still need a fairly zoodesised boat pool and

you'd have to support them eamehow,

SANDERS: Also, in order -to maintain the firing schedule you're talking about,

that one LSD is voing to have to be free to go back and forth. It

can't stay at Taongi until just before the shot a it won't get back.

RCs It would tale it easily four days to nake a round trip,

GIBBIiS: De you suppose Hé!! will ever beat 8 hours in setting dow the moorings?

RHC: T think they have gone through the precess of mooring ad fired in 72

hours, that's from the tixe they drovpad archer until they fired.

GIBSINS: In connection with the LSD, it would be bringing in the barge, flooding

down, and releasing the barge, then just standing by with the small

boats until yon Nred, unloacing them and leaving for ihe next barge.

So it vould be used just in support of Taongi during the time of firing.

RAC: That's operating on a pretty tight schedule, That Mgures out to abat

en eleven day tycle between shots.

GIS3INS: Eleven days. How do you figure that?

LUCKE: It would be about eight days. Two days dam to Eniwetok, one day to

leosd, two days back and about 72 hours to moor.

GIBBINS: Seventyetwo hogrs to moor?

RHC s About that, from mooring to firing.

VAN s Laother LSD would cut that down,

GI33INS: Well, I thought you were adding up what you could do with two ISDs.

-De«
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No, this is with one LSD.

“nat you're saying is that you have a conception of three LSDs for the

whole operation.

Right ..

That's if you'fre using 3ikini.

If you have just one for Bikini and one fer Taongi, one more than we've

had in the past, that means probably a four day round-trip, at least,

and probably another thres or four day stand-by. .

You might run into the same problem we had at 3ikini, having to lay off

the LSD for fow days to reline itts boilers.

Weil, you almost have to have one hailing and one standing by if you "re

going to make this five day firing schedule you're talking about,

wel, if you need these two L503 to operate, that almost justifies the

expenditure for a nies cam ashore,

Se, I don't think that's right.

Well, 4% makes that much more noney available, rather than pour it into

ships. That LSD will cost you, what?

ell, the point you're missing, Van, is that whether you have a caap or

not, just to move barges and support the small boats, you have to accept

this LSD tining,

Well, it's possible you could have a easp and stay in there,

Yes, in the save fashion you stayed on Enyu this time, But you have to

have a capability of doing something else, too. You can't pick up your

boat pool on the night of mims one and get back to Eniwetok to pick up

another bomb, Now you might sneak in a trip back to get another bomb

while you're mooring the barge you have. .

But. then when you have a bomb on board, you can't pick up the boats.

I think maybe you could. I? you changed that barge cosign, those things
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de not have to be so high.

GI3BINS: I dan*t think there is my advantage to it, 500.

RICs Rather than have the LSD just steaning around after it has unloaded,

the barge waiting to pick up the boats, it could be making a trip to

Enivetok to pick up the next barge. |

FELT: I will make you a bet that it len't the night of ninus one. ‘lot up

thers,

RACs Perhaps not in that place.

CURRY: Maybe you just use T-boats, and use tugs or something like that to

escort the T-boats to sea. I think you are going to have quite a

tine getting two LSDs, let alone throe,

RoC: I think one of the questione here is just what does the addition of

Taongi buy you, timewise, in shortening the operation. We are just

trying to set an estimate of how ofton you could fMre over there vith

ens Dog boat.

GIBSINS: We wold like to preserve a five dey capability.

FELT: Yo. have come down two days since I last talked to you. It was seven,

GIB3SINS: With a seven day capability, I think yon can do it, with one LSD.

FELT Just darely.

GI8BINS: Twas days dam, two days back and three days up there,

RHC: Yes, but this three days up there is with everything running very

encothly,.

VAN: Ye3, and dewn there, he has got to load too, yo have to allow time

fa: that.

LUCKE: Yo. know hew we got the LSD up in the lee of Bikini Island, because of

the anoothness of the water in the lagoon. Here you would be discharging

the barge again in the open sea,

GIBBINS: Not after the first shot.

5005105 = 4¢25
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RAC: Ch, yes, you would never bring that LSD into the lagoon. _

GT33INS: You couldn't?

FELT: How much does that ship draw?

RCs About Lh, 19 feet, deosn't it.

FELT: The Dog boat?

WCKE: More than that.

RIC: If you ahoot sonething like “tike on the reef, and get a crater about

a mile in diameter, which is about what ve got, this is hardly

manguvering room for the Doz beat. JI don't think they would come inte

a hole and try and turn around and come back out.

FELT: Ws are not going to settle this until we talk te the Captain. I think

wo should assumethat it is probably going to be a little nore difficult

to offeload a barge in the Taong!t area than it was in the 3ikini area,

GI3B8T%S: thether he goes into the crater ar not?

FELT: I am not sure that that would make all the difference, If you Mire a

snot and breech the reef, so that it is open to the saa but still does

not afford a let of protection, this is still am improverzent. |

RIC s Taere is one thing that is bothering me about this firing a shot and

‘sreeching the raaf or placing it in the north end of the atoll; if

you get permission to use Taongl, eventually you will go to shore-based

facilities.

FELTs Ws will fire it at Eniwetok,

RHC s Wall, maybe so, but I have got a hunch that if you put that alpha station

as far up on the northern land mass as you can, and operate with the

renge we have used in the past for these things, you don't came close,

to. the reef, anyway.

GI33INS: I agree.

RiC: J as wondering if it is really sensible to talk about firing up in

5005 0b - 3- el,
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novth commer and >lowing a hole, because the hole doesn't do you a bit

of good unless you em clear a path dowm throusn the lagoon.

GT33T'S: I agree with you, 30, but you are going alorg with the concept that ve

are going to build major shore installations up there.

RACs ‘laybe not far SARDTACK, but eventually. I think that if you get

permission te use Taongi, you should keen sane sort of planning in your

head and not build a photo station where you ti11 want an airstrip

later, Try to make eventual use of the land as mech as possible.

GIB3INS: Jaybe with a remcte diagnostic system, you will want to breech the reef

in two places.

KELLY: Have you settled where you want to put the Mrst one, yet?

H
iGIseTiss Ne, north of the Pokaakim Island Passage sonewhere. We don’t know

anything about the currents. ‘co would like te get beck in that same

creter, I think it is not clear that the edze of that crater would be

cleaned out to the point where you could set another berge in there and

have the gang work on it. I do not think you would want to go along on

the basis of firing every shot in the same crater, Even with the remote

diagnostics, it is etvisable to keep stepping in on each shot.

FELT: I don't sec “ow you can hely but clean out the old crater enough. There

isn't any land there, you get shine off islands, you do not nave any :

islands, you are not going to have any shine. You are going to have

contaminated water. It 1s going to be right at the edge of the ocean.

It aviously is going to get diluted and mixed on the edge of the reef,

GISBINS: I think we are saying that we just do not know onough about the place,

Don't kmow enough about the whole operation.

RHCs And you are not reallysure enaigh about just what you want to do.

FELT: No, you dor.'t know exactly what you want to do, but you can make a

couple of assumptions,

5005101 oe Ki
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I: think you have to make to assuaptions, one, that you can do it fron

a ship and two, that you can not and follew both of them up and see

what you cet.

Now, im sono cases, they will not be markedly di‘ferent. About the only

thing I can think of that really depends on the ship is the question of

vhether or not you do put in one major instrusent station to dZagnoetie

purposes, ‘This is a part from what ever else one thinks has to be put

4m there, om the beach, You would probably want to put one in anyway.

Wnather you have a ship or not you have to put in sonething like Station

We

Alvight, bat I an talking now about an Instruzent Station. .

In addition to thet. In wr method of operation you have to have something

aike Station 70.

I think it is not correct to call it a Station 70. It is sanathing, but

3% is not clear to ne that it has to have a firing syston in it. I think

the only thing that you really want to put ashore is communications,

You ean put the firing syste aboard the barge.

That is right. It would seem to m, thougi, that if you put in a

Wiagnostic system, you should also vut the firing system in this building.

You do not vut it on the barge, in that case.

‘Tis is going to be a pretty healthy structure, just for the relaying of

gas pressures, alpha measurements, etc.

If that is what you do, but you may not have to do that. It could be

quite simple. The gas system, for oxauple, it may not be necessary to

relay that.

Woll, the systems that Sandia uses are quite involved. They ere a “Line

of sight" proposition and this involves some height above the water

tne ship is 20, 30 miles away. | g soe 4% oe
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G3: No, I think you have to have a station ashore. I did not victure it

as a Station 70,

MCs If you vieture it as the roon in Station 70 that Sandia used last time.

GI33T7S: As a natter of fact, I did not picture it at all.

RUCs Well, I don’t kmou of any way to liek this curvature business.

GIBDIKS: It depends on whether we get our ship or not. |

RHC: We had diffMienlty getting Sandia's antenna sane 60 foet sove the vater

this year to get a path to the tower on Enyu.

CI3B3IUS: Yes, on that score, you may have to build a tower.

RIC: And to put this 60 feet above the water, you didn't have to build a tower,

but 4t was still a little tricky.

CURRY: Tava you made any guess as to now far away your shin would be from the

shet barge at shot tine?

GinuliS: You are talicing about the diamostic ship? Fifteen to twenty niles.

LUCKE: He were 26 miles on. _ | Woh

RiCt What yields are you talking about, Gibby? Roughly? |

GI38TiS: One megaton and greater.

RIC: dow much greator? This is a basic question in designing any structure

 

 

ashore. ° ,

CGI°BTES s veare inking aout firing aa2 __ bevice, a clean device | | _| NY)

_ Dirty, this thing wouldbe something like; Oy /

I think that we are going to nit an AEC restriction aiyway, on the top.

yield. that they would like to do is fire one} . _jelean,

RAC: T was worrying more about ai |

GIB3INSs foo Liertce that is fired, T am sure will have to bo cut dom.

It seems to me that they will put the restriction, I aa not sure about

1 Vv
RHCe My question is not necessarily for dARDTACK, but what, ultimately
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we liale tc ‘et over there. It is alot e: or to acd another foot

of concrete t.an to start over again, if you can foresee a use for it

on, say, WILLOW, Your statenemt about not testing a fullestrength
—

j, [ts rather interesting. The eventual firing of al|device, WoL

wiether it ie full yield or not, will be the governing taing in any

snore installation you right nave. That is what I was trying to get at.

GIB3I°S: I think if al Revice is ever tested, even though yo could whittle ot

FELT :

GIRSINS:

FELT:

GIs3Iss

RACs

FELT:

908

the yield dam| that they would fire it at sea.

Cr air drop it, maybe.

To, I think it is too big for that. This is a device.

when we went into CASTIZ, with ike frosh in our minds, we did the

constriction on Enyu based on the idea of Mring in the Nam region,

for the powerhouse and pormanent structures, we used a yield of 20 NT.

TR would be a little nard to design a structure, ani therefore hard to

eutimate the cost for a structure at Taongi, depending on whera you were

geting to shoot. I think you could make the worst assumotion and proceed

Prom there.

are you talking about design pressures?

Yes, sunposing we went ahead develoning Taongi, where you think you

mignt go with the yield ceiling, later on. I don't think you would

ever ses it over 15 HT clean, probably not over 5 :iT dirty.

You are talking now about a cemanent comunications building of som

sort?

Design criteria for any building.

Just as a general mide, that tyoe of building are we talking about?

You can probably save money on an individual shot by building light

construction, but this is not a reasonable way of doing things. You

are re-building each time you increase the yield of a bond.

I think there is any easy out for all this, You build for shielding as

°- 37
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vell as dDlast-pressure and between the two of them, you end up with something

fairly rugged. Let me ehange the subjeet a little. What do you need for

radiologieal survey purposes? Are we going to have a light carrier vith

helicopters? Are we going to have to have the helicopter attached to some

other ahip with ea suitable landing platform? How do we do that? Or does

one simply steam in with boats and find out where you sre?

If ve put major strectures ashore, it's no different from vhat ve've used

in the past. “ |

In the absence of major structures which you have to get into, let's say, .

suppose you have just your firing area there on the side of the reef. Do

you still heve to heve helicopters?

Ro.

Are you sure?

Don't you want a water survey before you steam in there?

I don't see why yoo would need it.

Well, I'm just asking you.

If -rou get in a hot spot im & boat, don't you sort of louse up the boet de-

‘for? you get anything?

Surg. Onee having fired in there and knowing the elean-out of the lagoon,

I don't see why you need helicopters. This is assuming you have no installe-

tio1s or data ashore.

You just wouldn't epproseh it until you knew from knovledge of the eurrents

that the place was fairly clean.

But you do have to approaeh it the first time, to find out vhat the currents

are doing. |

That's right.

And probably for that pass, you'd like to heve @ helicopter rather than a

f-Boet or something like that. It's a little slow getting out of a hot s  
That might be, but I think it ean be done with a boat.
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Well, it would be very uneconomseal to have copters up there unless you did

heave something like a earrier, just becanse af your maintenance prodlesa.

Maybe you could eneak a carrier avey from the operation down below, just

to make that one pass and get the data. Do it once, and from there for the

rest of the operation you mightbe eble to guess what your situation was

after each shot.

Bow long after, would you say, you'é vant to make that first survey?

Well, I think you'd vant to start in about a couple of hours. _

I think, depending on vhat you've got up there, you do different things.

If you take the airstrip as being put in there, someone's going to want to

go ard see what the airstrip looks like. After all, sampling is going to

take place an hour or so later, after a shot, and it vould be nice to know

vhat the airstrip looks like. You can do that vith a Pav, they did it every

time on REDWING. They also ean take radiation readings et the aame time.

They vould probably be adequate for atreraft safety.

I think they'd also be adequate from the standpoint of keeping a guy out of

trouble in a boat. .

That might well be. I think the general answer to the question is, yes, ve

Go vant some sort of a survey. It's not clear just how much detail yau'd

need. Ultimately, you're going to have to go in by boet anyvay, in order to

put in the next barge. If you have an airstrip, you'd vant to have same

estinate of tvo things, physical damage and radiation levels. If you have a

tolereter reley station, you my or may not want to get into thet.

It's not as urgent.

Ro, it isn’t. Presumably, even if you bave an alpha station, it's not as

urgent. flere again, if you do not have helicopters, you're counting on getting

in vy deat. TI euppose you could have a couple of helicopters if you hed a

anitadie landing platformsomeplace.
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Oh, yes, on something like the CURTISS, but you'd have e maintenance problen.

What about helicopter transportation? Well, I suppose if you pursue the

belisopters ané have them for some other reason, then you probably vind up

putting a helicopter platform on your shot barge.

We've gone through this helicopter platform on the shot barge severe) times

before,but for safety reasons, it's always been killed.

I daresay, if you had the helicopters around for some other reason, you'd very

shortly wind up with a helicopter barge parked in there someplace.

What yon'd probably Like to have if you're going to have 4 special ship, is

one with a boom large enough to hoist an LCM, and a platform large enough to

hold # couple of copters

I'm convinced in my own mind that the way UCRL would like to operate in there

is from an efloet set-up, and hold the cost of instaliations ashore to an

absolcte minimum. even to the point of making the people a little uncomfortable.

I thirk we shoul begin to thin: about listing some of our assumptions, hoping

to discover what the mejor areas are that we ought to investigate more thor-

oughly. We've tossed around a lot of assumptions and ideas, and they're all

perfectly valid assumptions. They fit someplece into this picture; some of

them are pertinent when considering them in one light, but they are not per- a

tinent 4n another. ‘

Well, this one ca the airstrip. 1 think that, certainly, the requirenent for

an airstrip, other than UCRL is one field we have to examine.

Yes, I think that's true.

Yesterday, I talked with Colonel Hynes at 7.4. and he hed heard the rumor of

Taongi, but this was in an informal stage end they had not done any serious

thinking on the problem I told them that Walt would be here today and ve .

would appreciate their feelings on the subject. They couldn't come to the

conference, but t got a call from him e short time ago and he said that on

sampling, it would have to be done with B-57's, which ve had already cone]

~- ho -
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Secondly, on positioning of the airereft, if the aircraft had its own posi-

tioning system. then reflectors or something like that on the island would

be satisfactory JI then asked him about their requirement for an airstrip,

for safety reasons. He said that with the smaller aircraft ruled out be-

cause of their range, he could see no requirement at this time, as far as

they were concerned They would not support an airstrip simply from the

safety factor.

LOCKE: While it's not in his field, exactly, I talked to Parsons about it this

morning, and that was his answer on the thing, too.

GATTIS: Safety, of course, as a factor, can be built up whichever way you choose.

If we need it to support a requirement for an airstrip, I'm sure it could

be included as a factor in requesting an airstrip.

SANDERS: Could we bring a C-47 over there?

GATTIS; It's within range.

GIBBINS: Well, we should get back to seeing if we can arrive at some logical sequence

of evente.

PELT: Yes, but I don't know quite where to start on it.

GIBBINS: Suppose you atart with the idea of having to consider each one of the three

categories you've listed, by answering the question of what happens with

major stations ashore and without major stations ashore.

FELT: Alright, there are a lot of things that one can vrite down regarding stations

ashore. Is there anything that has to be ashore? We can start writing thing

down and then discuss whether they are necescary or not.

It was decided that three general situations could be listed and that the

remainder of the session should be devoted to a discussion of the implications

of each of these situations. The situations are:

(a) Three sites available in the EPG.

500g 714 —_—  
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(>) Two and one helf sites (Bikini used on a limited basis).

(c) Two sites (Bikini eliminated entirely). _

The general requirements discussed under each of the situations @re as

follows:

NAVIGATION AIDS

AIR

é Homing Beacons
Reflectors

NAVAL
 

Beacons

COMMUNICATIONS

7.3
H&N requirements. Take up with AEC & H&N.

TELEMETERING REPEATER STATION

Within 7.1

AIRSTRIP

 

Toh
7.5 (B&H)

PHOTO STATION

 ALPRA STATION

POWER PLANT

 

WORK CAMP

 

Ban

ACCESS

7-3

CHANNEL CLEARANCE

 

 

T-3

SEA DROME

7.3 (Emergency evacuation)
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At the close of the meeting, the following discussion took place:

It looks as though this study will require that J-1, J-3, J-4 and J-6 work

pretty closely together, but they cach heve a pretty good idea of what part

of the answers they're supposed to come up with. Do you want to try and

attempt any consolidation before the deadline, or do you just want to get

thosefour reports written and then attempt a consolidation?

It would be nice to consolidate ahead of time but if it can't be done,

we will just bave to take what we can get. There is a purpose behind this

and that is to present some kind of results for consideration to somebody,

as yet unknown, apperently the Planning Board, I don't know. The thing that

would worry we a little bit is that if we don't make some effort to consoli-

date ourselves » its purpose won't be very well served, because the consoli-

dation will have to take place in the PlenningBoard and they are liable to

consolidate the way they think it should be.

Why don't we scurry around for a couple of weeks? I would like to talk to

7.5 and Al will probably vant to gather information from 7.4 and 7.3. Maybe

in a couple of weeks we could report back and see what, if anything, we have

learned.

Yes, perhaps I didn't make myself clear. I didn't mean thet we should never

atteupt to consolidate; I meant, do we try to consolidate before that dead-

line, or do we take the four separate reports at that deadline and try to

consolidate then?

Why don't we try to get together the veek of the 20th or 2lat of January

and see where we stand? Possibly the 13th, when Gibby wili try to be here

again.

I think ve're going to be a little pushed to get anything by that time.

We've just been talking about whether or not we could get the ¢onsolidstion

done vy thet time. But right now, you're aiming at the 18th of January?
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ELT: Yes, not to hove the thing completed by that vime but to see what we have

at that point.

GIBBINS: That'r when you were plarning on having me come down again.

FELT: Yes.

SARDERS: Let me ask this question. It is something we might bring up when we talk

to Sem Howell}. If we assume an operation of the same size as REDWING, how

many shots would we be transferring to Taongi?

GIBBINS: The best number we can use rigit now is five. I think what you need to say

ig that it is very likely to be more than three and very likely to be less

than six.

LUCKE: They would be all over 1 MT?

GIBBINS: Yes.

SANDERS: And all woud be barge shots?

GIBBINS: More or lese.

KELLY: I'd like to esk one more question about these people up there. Gibby, did

you gay 175 total personnel if you were ship-bazed?

GIBSINS: Yes.

KELLY: And this includes everybody, B&R, etc.?

GIBBINS: This is a real off-the-cuff opinion: without talking to any EG& people,

Sandia people or anybody.

REC: If you can guess the number of UCRL people, you can probably infer the

number of total people up there .

" GIBBINS: Yes, I think if you telk about 50 to 60 UCRL people, it seems like 175

billets would handle it. |
on
=>

— The meeting vas adjourned at approximtely 1430 hours.
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